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22

ABSTRACT

23
24

This study examines analysis and forecast impacts in the Navy Global

25

Environmental Model (NAVGEM) from direct assimilation of temperature and wind

26

“pseudo-raob” profiles derived from analysis fields of the ECWMF-IFS (Integrated

27

Forecast System). The pseudo-raob profiles are provided on eight vertical levels from

28

250 hPa to 1000 hPa on a 1° latitude /longitude grid and are assimilated as synthetic

29

observation data by NAVGEM at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC for an experimental time-

30

period of 48 days. The pseudo-raob observations are assumed in these experiments to

31

have observation errors identical to temperature and wind data provided by conventional

32

radiosonde observations.

33

Assimilation of pseudo-raob profiles, in this diagnostic context, significantly

34

reduces temperature and height biases in the NAVGEM analysis and provides general

35

improvements to forecast skill, verifying against both self-analysis and rawinsondes.

36

Reduction of NAVGEM temperature bias is most evident in southern hemisphere high-

37

latitudes, where assimilation of pseudo-raob information mitigates NAVGEM

38

temperature bias and indicates sub-optimal bias correction of radiance data in the

39

NAVGEM Control analysis. Despite the revisiting of assimilated observation information

40

when assimilating pseudo-raobs from the IFS analysis into the NAVGEM analysis,

41

improvement to the NAVGEM analyses and forecasts is both statistically significant and

42

consistent across several verification techniques. This suggests that there are likely small

43

effects from any correlations between pseudo-raob data and the NAVGEM background.

44

Assimilation of pseudo-raob data also reduces total observation impact in NAVGEM as
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45

estimated by the adjoint model, which is an indicator of general improvement to analysis

46

and forecast quality.

47
48
49

1. Introduction
In this study, the Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL’s) global spectral model – the

50

Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM), and its four-dimensional variational

51

(4D-VAR) data assimilation system, the NRL Atmospheric Variational Data Assimilation

52

System – Accelerated Representer (NAVDAS-AR), are used to assimilate synthetic

53

“observations” derived from analysis profiles of the European Centre for Medium-Range

54

Weather Forecasting (ECMWF), simulating a dataset of high-quality “pseudo-raob”

55

observations. In this context, “pseudo-raobs” are defined as vertical profiles of wind and

56

temperature derived from gridded analyses fields of the ECMWF model and interpolated

57

onto a one-degree latitude longitude grid for assimilation into NAVDAS-AR. The

58

assimilation of pseudo-raob data allows the NAVGEM analysis to draw closer to the

59

ECMWF analysis in a way that preserves dynamical balance, as opposed to a more

60

commonly used nudging method, whereby the analysis is altered in a brute-force manner

61

by combining the analysis with another field using arbitrarily defined weights.

62

By examining systemic differences between NAVGEM analyses with and without

63

the pseudo-raob data, biases that are present in the Control analysis can be identified

64

which, when corrected with pseudo-raob data, translate to statistically significant forecast

65

improvements. In this framework, the pseudo-raobs serve as a synthetic dataset for

66

examining biases in the NAVGEM system. Possible sources of bias identified by this

67

technique can then be verified through both forecast skill scores of the bias-corrected
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68

NAVGEM (including the pseudo-raobs) and through innovation statistics of very low-

69

bias observations, such as from Global Positioning Satellite radio occultation (GPS-RO;

70

Poli et al. 2010).

71

The assimilation of new high-quality observation information in an analysis and

72

forecast system, such as pseudo-raobs derived from the ECMWF Integrated Forecast

73

System (IFS) analysis, can translate to significant changes in the analysis, the forecast,

74

and impact of other observations. However, interaction between new observations and

75

forecast improvement can be complex; for example, the introduction of high-quality

76

observations can reduce bias in a short forecast that defines the model background into

77

which observations are assimilated, thus reducing background error and also reducing the

78

impact of observations in future analyses.

79

To examine how various components of the assimilated observing system impact

80

the forecast with and without the pseudo-raobs, the adjoint-derived observation impact is

81

computed (Langland and Baker 2004). The observation impact provides estimates of the

82

impact of each assimilated observation on the 24 hr forecast error, defined through a

83

moist energy norm. The adjoint-derived observation impact is used for monitoring of

84

analysis/forecast systems for the United States Naval Research Laboratory, ECMWF

85

(Cardinali 2009), the UK Met office (Lorenc and Marriott 2014), the Japan

86

Meteorological Agency (JMA; Ishibashi 2010), and Environment Canada (Gelaro et al.

87

2010). Using the observation impact, the impact of assimilating pseudo-raobs can be

88

compared to the impact of other components of the observing system, providing useful

89

non-overlapping information with the observing system experiment (Gelaro and Zhu

90

2009). In particular, interest is focused on components of the observing system that lose
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91

large amounts of impact as a result of pseudo-raobs being assimilated, as these can

92

potentially be observation types that, absent of pseudo-raobs, are forced to constrain the

93

analysis in the presence of large model background biases. While previous experiments

94

have investigated the forecast impact of drawing closer to the ECMWF analysis, either

95

through the substitution of the model background with the ECMWF analysis (Ballish et

96

al. 2009) or through assimilation of ECMWF analysis profiles directly onto the analysis

97

grid through the data assimilation system’s gridpoint interpolator (Alpert et al. 2009), this

98

study investigates the impact of incorporating the ECMWF analysis pseudo-raob profiles

99

in addition to the available observations.

100

It is important to note that the experiments performed here have diagnostic value for

101

identifying relationships between bias the model background, observation-impact, and

102

the skill of the forecast, but the assimilation of pseudo-raobs is not intended to be a new

103

general approach used in operational practice. The experiments presented here reveal

104

interesting relationships between temperature bias in the NAVGEM analysis and

105

observation-impact of satellite-derived wind observations at high latitudes that can be

106

used for future guidance on these topics. While the technique applied here includes some

107

indirect reuse of observational information, the results suggest that potential problems

108

stemming from reuse of observational information, including issues of error correlation,

109

are either nonexistent for these cases or much smaller than the practical benefits of

110

assimilating the pseudo-raobs.

111

The model and design of pseudo-raob experiments are defined in Section 2. In

112

Section 3, design and results from the three pseudo-raob assimilation experiments are

113

described in detail. Conclusions are provided in Section 4.
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114
115

2. Experimental Design and Methodology

116

2.1 Control Simulation

117

The Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM) is a semi-lagrangian version

118

of the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS; Hogan and

119

Rosmond 1991), run at T359 spectral resolution with 50 vertical levels. The NRL

120

Atmospheric Variational Data Assimilation System- Accelerated-Representer

121

(NAVDAS-AR; Xu et al. 2005) is a 4-dimensional variational data assimilation system

122

including the adjoint of the NOGAPS model (Rosmond 1997), with an observation-space

123

representation of the 4D-VAR algorithm (Rosmond and Xu 2006).

124

The NAVGEM control simulation and three experiments are initialized with

125

identical initial conditions at the first analysis time obtained from spectral history files

126

from the US Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorological and Oceanographic Center (FNMOC)

127

operational analysis archive made available through the Department of Defense

128

Supercomputing Resource Center (Navy DoD DRSC) which also supplies the computing

129

resources used to run the model through the Department of Defense High Performance

130

Computing Modernization Program (DoD HPCMP). Following initialization, the system

131

performs a 6 hr analysis-forecast cycle that produces atmospheric analyses at 0000 UTC,

132

0600 UTC, 1200 UTC and 1800 UTC, with 120 hr forecasts started from initial

133

conditions at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC.

134

All (FNMOC) operationally assimilated observation types are assimilated,

135

including surface land/ship observations, aircraft observations (from AIREP, military

136

ACARS, AMDAR, and MDCRS), cloud-track winds (atmospheric motion vectors, or
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137

AMVs – from geostationary satellite imagery and low-earth-orbiting satellite imagery),

138

ocean surface wind observations obtained from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager

139

(SSM/I), WindSat Polarimetric Radiometer, and the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT),

140

radwinsonde observations, synthetic tropical cyclone observations (Goerss and Jeffries

141

1994), total precipitable water measurements from SSMI and WindSat, brightness

142

temperatures from AMSU-A, GPS, IASI, MHS, SSMIS, SBUV, OMPS, and ATMS

143

sensors, and GPS bending angles. The NAVDAS-AR uses a 6 hr assimilation window

144

and assimilates observations using four-dimensional variational data assimilation

145

(4DVAR) through the application of the NAVDAS adjoint. At 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC

146

analysis times, the NAVGEM is run for a 120 hr simulation, with geopotential height

147

anomaly correlation scores, wind speed root mean square (RMS) error scores, and RMS

148

forecast fit to global rawinsonde observations computed for 12 hr, 24 hr, 36 hr, 48 hr, 72

149

hr, 96 hr, and 120 hr forecasts.

150

The Control is cycled from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 20131.

151

Two experiments are then cycled over this same time period, while a third experiment is

152

cycled only over a portion in the second-half of this period (see Section 2c). The Control

153

and all experiments use identical sets of satellite and in-situ observations, as per

154

NAVGEM operations, aside from the assimilation of pseudo-raob observations.

155

Approximately 2.6 million observations are ingested by NAVDAS-AR at each analysis

1

The NAVGEM continues cycling beyond this time for the purposes of producing
statistics on forecast skill out to 120 hrs validating against the NAVGEM analysis, but for
the purposes of evaluating analyses and forecasts, the period of focus is 0000 UTC 20
April 2013 – 1200 UTC 06 June 2013.
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156

time. The observation types, their names as they appear henceforth in figures and

157

discussion of results, and the variables observed by each type are available in Table 1.

158
159

2.2 Derivation of Psuedo-Raob Observations

160

Three experiments in this study involve assimilation into NAVGEM of so-called

161

“pseudo-raob” profiles derived from analysis fields of the ECMWF Integrated Forecast

162

System (IFS), made available through the THORPEX Integrated Grand Global Ensemble

163

(TIGGE) archive2. Analysis zonal wind (u), meridional wind (v), and temperature (T)

164

grids are available every 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC at eight standard tropospheric

165

pressure levels (1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 300, 250, and 200 hPa) at one-half-degree

166

resolution. Pseudo-raobs are assimilated in the NAVGEM on a one-degree resolution

167

grid, roughly equal in resolution to the T119 grid used for assimilation, equatorward of

168

85 degrees latitude, totaling 1,477,440 pseudo-raob observations in a given 0000 UTC or

169

1200 UTC analysis-period. Of these available pseudo-raobs, typically about 90% are

170

assimilated, the remainder being rejected in quality control. The pseudo-raobs are

171

assigned assumed temperature errors of 1.0 K between 1000-300 hPa rising to 1.2 K at

172

200 hPa, and wind errors of 2.2 m s-1 from 1000-500 hPa, rising to 2.6 m s-1 at 300 hPa,

173

and then relaxing to 2.5 m s-1 above 300 hPa. Quality control of pseudo-raobs is identical

174

to that performed for rawinsonde observations, which includes gross error checks and a

175

comparison between the observation and model background to exclude observations

176

expressing very large innovations.

2

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/tigge
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177

Since they are obtained from analyses of a high-resolution, very accurate

178

assimilation system (ECWMF), the assimilation of these pseudo-raob profiles have the

179

potential to improve the NAVGEM forecast to a greater extent than assimilation of

180

regular satellite or in-situ data in NAVGEM. In addition, the assimilation of analysis-

181

state profiles from ECMWF provides information that is independent of existing biases in

182

the NAVGEM analysis and model background state. Note that since NAVDAS-AR uses

183

a 6 hr data assimilation window, pseudo-raobs are not assimilated at 0600 UTC or 1800

184

UTC.

185

As will be shown, assimilation of pseudo-raobs is an effective method to

186

smoothly draw the analyses and forecasts of one model (here, NAVGEM) closer to the

187

state of another model (here, ECWMF). In theory, assimilation of “pseudo-raob”

188

observations from any source can be beneficial, as long as the pseudo-raobs satisfy the

189

necessary (not necessarily sufficient) condition that they are more accurate than the

190

background state of the model into which the pseudo-raobs are assimilated. This

191

condition is exceeded in the current study, since ECMWF analyses are demonstrably

192

more accurate than the 6 hr NAVGEM forecast which defines the NAVGEM model

193

background. Thus pseudo-raobs derived from a NAVGEM analysis (or the analysis of

194

some other forecast system) could in theory improve the IFS analysis, but the analysis

195

from which the pseudo-raobs are derived must be more accurate than the IFS background

196

as a necessary condition. We explicitly do not address here the possible use of a pseudo-

197

raob technique in any type of operational context, as it is not within the scope of this

198

diagnostic study, and would involve additional issues of time-constraints that place

199

practical limits on availability of forecasts and analyses from other forecast systems.
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200

No efforts were made to account for correlation between pseudo-raobs and other

201

observations, or between individual pseudo-raobs, either in the tropics or near the poles,

202

where the increased density of pseudo-raob observations could create complicating

203

factors of this kind. However, since the assimilation of these data demonstrably improved

204

the forecast (see Section 3.1), it is assumed that the influence of correlation, if any, does

205

not constitute a debilitating complicating factor, though it is recognized that steps that

206

could be taken to reduce the influence of correlation, such as thinning of the observations

207

or use of observation innovation statistics to define observation covariance (Desroziers et

208

al. 2005), may further improve the results.

209
210
211

2.3 Experiments with Assimilation of Psuedo-Raob Observations
In the first experiment (UVTOBS), the complete global dataset of ECMWF zonal

212

wind, meridional wind, and temperature pseudo-raobs is assimilated at 0000 UTC and

213

1200 UTC, comprising nearly 1.5 million observations per 0000/1200 UTC analysis-

214

period. This experiment quantifies the impact of assimilating both wind and temperature

215

pseudo-raob profiles during the entire experiment period; it is discovered that the

216

assimilation of pseudo-raobs significantly improves the forecast, owing to correction of a

217

warm bias in the NAVGEM analysis and background that is especially pronounced at

218

southern polar latitudes. The next two experiments (TOBS and DIEOFF) quantify

219

impacts from smaller subsets of pseudo-raob observations.

220

In the second experiment (TOBS), the experiment in UVTOBS is repeated, but

221

only pseudo-raob temperature profiles are assimilated, comprising nearly half a million

222

observations per 0000/1200 UTC analysis-period. A goal of this experiment is to study
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223

how the addition of high-quality temperature observations may affect the forecast impact

224

of routinely assimilated wind observations such as polar Atmospheric Motion Vectors

225

(AMVs). In particular, we wish to determine if a reduction of temperature bias in the

226

NAVGEM background at polar latitudes influences assimilation of regular high-latitude

227

wind observations, possibly through thermal wind balance.

228

In the third experiment (DIEOFF), pseudo-raob observations are assimilated as in

229

UVTOBS for the first 96 analysis cycles of the experiment, after which no pseudo-raob

230

observations are assimilated for the final 87 analysis cycles, covering the period from

231

0000 UTC 14 May 2013 – 1200 UTC 4 June 2013. It is this final 87 analysis cycle period

232

over which the analysis/forecast system is evaluated in DIEOFF. The purpose of this

233

experiment is to quantify the longer-term residual effects on analyses and forecasts that

234

may persist from assimilation of pseudo-raob observations at earlier times. In particular,

235

we wish to determine if assimilation of ECMWF pseudo-raobs for some finite period of

236

time might provide a persisting bias-correction for later NAVGEM analyses and

237

forecasts. In Control and all three experiments, forecast skill is evaluated using self-

238

analysis, meaning that each simulation uses its own cycled analyses for verification. In

239

addition, verification against rawinsonde observations is also performed for the Control

240

and all the experiments.

241

Since the ECMWF analysis incorporates much of the same observational

242

information that is assimilated in the NAVGEM analysis, the use of pseudo-raobs from

243

ECMWF as a new (synthetic) observation source implicitly means that observation

244

information routinely assimilated in the NAVGEM analysis is revisited within the

245

ECMWF pseudo-raobs. While data assimilation theory would clearly not allow the same
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246

observation assimilated twice to yield any improvement, differences between the

247

ECMWF analysis and the NAVGEM analysis that arise from differences in grid

248

resolution, observation time-window, and novel observations assimilated in the ECMWF

249

but not in the NAVGEM can all yield new information to the NAVGEM analysis and

250

allow for improvement of the analysis and subsequent forecast. Moreover, roughly 85%

251

of the information content of the analysis comes from the model background (Cardinali et

252

al. 2004), so differences between the ECMWF and NAVGEM model backgrounds can

253

also yield improvement to the NAVGEM. This is especially important when discussing

254

biases in the NAVGEM analysis and background (see Section 3.1), which can be

255

corrected with ECMWF analysis information even when much of the observational

256

information is redundant. There are justifications for the revisiting of previously

257

assimilated observations in the context of spin-up of an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF)

258

cycle from a cold-start of arbitrarily chosen ensemble perturbations (e.g. Kalnay and

259

Yang 2010), but for our purposes the revisiting of observations between the NAVGEM

260

analysis and the ECMWF analysis is not expected to be the source of the observed

261

improvement in the NAVGEM.

262

The technique of bringing ECMWF analysis information into the NAVGEM

263

analysis through the data assimilation system is similar in form to experiments performed

264

in the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) and Global Forecast System (GFS)

265

where the ECMWF analysis is inserted as either the model background (Ballish et al.

266

2009) or assimilated directly to the GDAS analysis grid through the GDAS Gridpoint

267

Statistical Interpolation (GSI) system (Alpert et al. 2009). Like these previous studies, the

268

purpose of the experiments performed here in the NAVDAS-AR/NAVGEM environment
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269

are not meant to supplant the existing data assimilation system or be used operationally to

270

improve the forecast. Rather, the experiments performed here are designed to investigate

271

the influence of differences between the NAVGEM and ECMWF analyses on the

272

NAVGEM forecast, as observed through conventional forecast skill scores and the

273

adjoint-derived observation impact. The technique serves as a useful tool for identifying

274

biases in the NAVGEM analysis that lead to forecast degradation, and how those biases

275

are expressed through the impact of assimilated observations.

276
277
278

2.4 Adjoint estimate of observation impact
Adjoint versions of the data assimilation system and forecast model are used to

279

quantify the impact of all assimilated observations on short-range forecast error,

280

following the method of Langland and Baker (2004), which uses energy-based error-

281

norms of forecasts on analysis and background trajectories. Formally, the impact of

282

observations assimilated at an analysis time (ta) producing an analysis state (Xa), on the

283

forecast at time tf = ta + 24 hr, is defined as the difference between (i) an error-norm

284

e(Xf,a) at tf of a forecast initialized from Xa and (ii) an error norm e(Xf,b) at tf initialized

285

from Xb , which is the background state used in the assimilation that produces Xa . In

286

practice it is most efficient to compute e(Xf,b) by extending the regular background

287

forecast to 30 hr and directly computing the error norm from that forecast. Note that

288

observation impact is zero if no observations are assimilated, in which case Xa = Xb. This

289

form of observation impact diagnostic is part of routine monitoring for NAVGEM and

290

has been used in the ECMWF global model (Cardinali 2009), and the GEOS-5 global

291

model (Zhu and Gelaro 2008, Gelaro et al. 2010). For this study, the forecast error is
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292

calculated as the moist energy norm evaluated globally from the surface to ~ 150 hPa,

293

with full weight applied to the moisture term.

294
295

3. Results

296

3.1 UVTOBS Experiment

297

Mean analysis fields are computed for all 0000 UTC, 0600 UTC, 1200 UTC, and

298

1800 UTC analysis-periods from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 2013 for

299

UVTOBS and the Control. Differences in the mean analysis between UVTOBS and

300

Control show that assimilation of ECMWF analysis winds and temperatures in the form

301

of pseudo-raobs produces a mean reduction of NAVGEM 500 hPa geopotential height

302

globally, with largest height reductions in the southern hemisphere high latitudes (Fig.

303

1a). The largest reduction in mean 500 hPa geopotential height is roughly 20.4 m near

304

60°S and 60°E. The smallest mean change in 500 hPa analysis heights is found over the

305

continental United States, Europe, and China (shading in Fig.1a), where in-situ

306

observation networks are robust and analysis uncertainty is generally low in operational

307

analyses (Langland et al. 2008).

308

Reduction of mean 500 hPa geopotential heights in the analysis is consistent with

309

reduced mean temperatures in the low to mid troposphere (Fig. 1b). The analysis zonal-

310

mean temperature is cooled from the surface to 500 hPa across most of the globe, with

311

the most cooling between 60S to 70S. Modest warming of the analysis appears in the

312

upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, as well as in the lower troposphere right over

313

the North Pole. These changes to analysis zonal temperatures increase the meridional

314

temperature and height gradient in the southern hemisphere between 45S and 60S, with a
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315

slight increase in speed of the southern hemispheric polar jet core (about +0.45 m s-1 at

316

300 hPa at latitude of 55°S, black contours in Fig. 1b).

317

The analysis changes from assimilation of pseudo-raobs in this experiment

318

produce NAVGEM forecast improvement across the global domain. Root-mean-squared

319

error (RMSE) relative to the simulation’s own verifying analysis is reduced in UVTOBS

320

compared to Control at all forecast times out to 120 hr and throughout the depth of the

321

troposophere (Fig. 2a,c,e). The largest improvements in geopotential height RMSE occur

322

in the southern hemisphere near the tropopause, with smaller height forecast

323

improvements in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 2a,b). Improvements in mean

324

geopotential height RMSE relative to verifying analysis are 1-4 m in the northern

325

hemisphere and 1-7 m in the southern hemisphere, with improvements statistically

326

significant at 95% confidence from 0-72 hr in the northern hemisphere and from 0-96 hr

327

in the southern hemisphere. Forecast wind speed RMSE in the tropics is improved as

328

well, with mean error reductions of 0.66 m s-1 at 500 hPa in 48 hr forecasts (Fig. 2c).

329

When verifying against rawinsondes, the results are very similar (Fig. 2b,d,f).

330

Improvement in geopotential height RMSE is observed throughout the troposphere and

331

maximized near the tropopause. With rawinsonde verification up to 20 hPa, some slight

332

degradation in the northern hemispheric forecast is also observed above 100 hPa, and

333

differences are statistically significant through the 120 hr forecast.

334

The beneficial effect of pseudo-raob assimilation on NAVGEM forecasts is also

335

shown by substantial reduction in the global energy-weighted error-norms for 24 hr and

336

30 hr forecasts. The error-norm is computed globally as total moist energy in the

337

difference between the forecast state and a verifying analysis; the verifying analysis is
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338

obtained from the analysis/forecast system such that UVTOBS and the Control forecasts

339

are each verified against their own analyses. In every instance, except the first few

340

forecasts, the error-norm for both 24 hr and 30 hr forecasts is substantially lower in

341

UVTOBS than in Control (Fig. 3a). The “saw-tooth” up and down pattern of the error-

342

norm time-series in UVTOBS is caused by assimilation of ECMWF pseudo-raobs at

343

0000 UTC and 1200 UTC, although the 0600 UTC and 1800 UTC UVTOBS forecasts

344

also produce lower error-norms than Control, due to information passed from pseudo-

345

raobs through background forecasts used for the data assimilation.

346

Examination of the 24 hr and 30 hr error norms also reveals that assimilation of

347

pseudo-raobs has reduced the NAVGEM total observation-impact, since the reduction in

348

the 30 hr error norm (e(Xf,b), error of forecasts on the background trajectories) has been

349

reduced by a greater amount than the 24 hr error norm (e(Xf,a), error of forecasts on the

350

analysis trajectories) (Fig. 3b). Specifically, when computing the mean observation

351

impact as the mean difference between the 24 hr and 30 hr error norms, the total

352

observation impact in UVTOBS is reduced on average by about 15.6 percent from -7.77 J

353

kg-1 to -6.56 J kg-1, as quantified by error of the nonlinear forecasts. The NAVGEM

354

adjoint system is able to estimate the true nonlinear total observation impact with an

355

accuracy of about 90 percent.

356

We note that reduction of total observation impact indicates an overall

357

improvement of the forecast/analysis system, in which more-accurate background

358

forecasts require smaller adjustments for each analysis. In other words, the addition of

359

highly accurate observation information (e.g. pseudo-raob profiles) brings the

360

background and analysis trajectories closer together at analysis time and in the forecast.
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361

In a hypothetical system with perfect analyses and forecasts, the observation impact

362

would be zero, with no adjustments required for the background trajectory. Thus,

363

incremental reduction of observation impact in an experiment is a reliable indicator of an

364

improved system.

365

While the total observation-impact at the 24 hr range is reduced in UVTOBS, this

366

reduction is not evenly distributed across all assimilated observation categories, as shown

367

by adjoint-based estimates of observation impact, discussed below. For the NAVGEM

368

Control, the largest reductions in NAVGEM 24 hr forecast error are associated with

369

atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) derived from geostationary satellite imagery (CLD-

370

WIND), radiosonde observations (RADIOSONDE), and brightness temperature

371

(radiance) observations from SSM/I, IASI, and AMSU-A (Fig. 4a).

372

When ECMWF pseudo-raobs are assimilated in UVTOBS, they become the

373

dominant contributor to total observation impact in NAVGEM (providing 53.5% of the

374

total mean observation-impact), while the impact of all other observation types is reduced

375

to varying extents (Fig. 4a). The largest total reduction in observation impact occurs in

376

CLD-WIND data, while largest percentage-reductions in impact occur in high-latitude

377

satellite-derived wind observations from polar-orbiting satellites (AVHRR-WIND,

378

MODIS-WIND, and LEO-GEO-WIND) and surface winds from SSM/I, WSAT, and

379

ASCAT. Recall that the high southern latitudes are also where assimilation of pseudo-

380

raobs produces the largest reductions in NAVGEM 500 hPa geopotential height,

381

coincident with maximum cooling in the low to mid troposphere (Fig. 1).

382
383

Impact from most routinely assimilated observation types is generally reduced in
UVTOBS by 50 percent or more, compared to impacts in CONTROL (Fig. 4b). Moisture
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384

observations, including satellite-derived total precipitable water (TPW) data lose only

385

about 10% of their impact (Fig. 4b), likely because no ECMWF analysis moisture

386

pseudo-raobs are assimilated in the UVTOBS experiment. Impact of synthetic tropical

387

cyclone observations (TC-Synth; Goerss and Jeffries 1994) reverses in sign (represented

388

as a greater than 100% change in impact), although its total impact is very small.

389

The operational NAVGEM atmospheric analysis in southern hemispheric high-

390

latitudes is primarily constrained by radiance and satellite wind observations, since the

391

in-situ observation network is sparse. Differences between the UVTOBS and Control

392

mean analysis temperatures suggest that the NAVGEM Control analysis is biased warm,

393

particularly in high latitudes. Radiance observation data assimilated at these latitudes are

394

not effective at removing bias from the background, since the radiance “bias correction”

395

is calculated with reference to the background, assumed to be itself un-biased (Derber

396

and Wu 1998, Harris and Kelly 2001).

397

The UVTOBS experiment shows that analysis bias is reduced by assimilation of

398

ECMWF temperature and wind pseudo-raobs over the global domain. Poli et al. (2010)

399

found that Global Positioning Satellite Radio Occultation (GPS-RO) observations can be

400

treated as nonbiased and their assimilation removes bias in the ERA-interim reanalysis;

401

for the purposes of validation of bias correction, we can assume that the bias in GPS-RO

402

observations is small and mean differences between GPS-RO and the model background

403

are largely due to bias in the model state. When pseudo-raobs are assimilated in

404

UVTOBS, the bias as expressed by the mean difference in bending-angle between GPS-

405

RO observations and the model background is reduced to statistical significance at high

406

latitudes in both hemispheres, with some statistically significant increases in bias in the
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407

northern hemispheric tropics between 10o-25o latitude (Fig. 5). The results at high latitude

408

in both hemispheres is consistent with the interpretation that cooling of the high latitudes

409

in the UVTOBS analysis relative to the Control is an expression of reduced model

410

analysis/background bias, since larger bending angles correspond to lower temperatures.

411

In the following experiment (TOBS) we assimilate temperature-only (excluding

412

wind data) ECMWF pseudo-raob profiles to study how NAVGEM analyses and forecasts

413

are affected by assimilation of this smaller subset of pseudo-raob information.

414
415

3.2 TOBS Experiment

416

In this experiment, with the addition of only ECMWF pseudo-raob temperatures

417

(not winds) assimilated, the changes to mean analysis temperature in NAVGEM are

418

similar to that observed for UVTOBS, with similar cooling through the lower to mid-

419

troposphere and warming aloft (Fig. 6b). The changes to the mean 500 hPa geopotential

420

height field are likewise similar, with lowering of heights globally, and the largest

421

reduction in height occurring at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 6a),

422

although the impact on the height field is slightly reduced in TOBS compared to

423

UVTOBS. However, the mean speed of the southern hemispheric polar jet does not

424

increase in TOBS as in UVTOBS (Fig. 6b); the additional lowering of heights poleward

425

of the southern hemispheric polar jet in UVTOBS that is not seen in TOBS therefore may

426

be a response to the ECMWF pseudo-raob wind observations increasing the speed of the

427

jet.

428
429

Improvement in TOBS forecasts to 120 hrs has a similar pattern to that produced
in UVTOBS, but with smaller-magnitude forecast differences and fewer statistically
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430

significant NAVGEM forecast improvements. Maximum improvement (3.5 m) in

431

geopotential height RMSE occurs near tropopause-level in the southern hemisphere, with

432

improvements in the northern hemisphere of smaller magnitude (maximum 2.3 m) (Fig.

433

7). In general, the magnitude of height RMSE improvement in TOBS is roughly 50-60

434

percent of that found in UVTOBS (Fig. 2), while improvement of wind errors in the

435

tropics in TOBS is nearly neutral vs. Control. These scores imply that a significant

436

fraction of height improvement in UVTOBS can be attributed to assimilation of just the

437

ECMWF pseudo-raob temperature observations, although without also including pseudo-

438

raob wind observations these improvements are less statistically significant.

439

In terms of 24 hr and 30 hr forecast error-norms, TOBS provides a small fraction

440

of the error reduction obtained in UVTOBS (Fig. 8). On average, 11.7 percent (16.7

441

percent) of the observed reduction in 24 hr (30 hr) error-norm in UVTOBS is retained in

442

TOBS. In TOBS (as in UVTOBS) the 30 hr error-norm is reduced by a larger amount

443

than the 24 hr error-norm, resulting in reduction of total observation-impact, although the

444

reduction in TOBS is about 32% of that obtained in UVTOBS.

445

While the effects on NAVGEM analyses and forecasts from pseudo-raobs in

446

TOBS is smaller than in UVTOBS, there are similar patterns: (1) assimilating pseudo-

447

raob data cools analysis temperatures and lowers analysis geopotential heights globally in

448

the low to mid-troposphere, with largest cooling and lowering of heights at high latitudes

449

in the southern hemisphere, (2) forecast skill scores are improved through 120 hrs in both

450

hemispheres, and (3) total observation-impact is reduced, as both 24 hr and 30 hr error-

451

norms are reduced with larger reduction in the 30 hr error-norm.
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452

In TOBS, as in UVTOBS, the impact of all regular observation types is reduced

453

as a result of assimilating pseudo-raobs (Fig. 9), and the largest observation impact is

454

provided by ECMWF pseudo-raob observations. As a percentage of their impact in the

455

Control, high-latitude satellite winds from AVHRR (AVHRR-WIND) are reduced by

456

55.9 percent, more than any other observation type (Fig. 9b). Other high-latitude satellite

457

wind data (MODIS-WIND, LEO-GEO-WIND) also show substantial impact reductions

458

in TOBS, losing roughly 38 percent of their impact vs. Control. Satellite winds from

459

geostationary imagery (CLD-WIND) lose 27.1 percent of their impact, though reductions

460

in observation-impact are heavily concentrated in the most poleward southern

461

hemispheric latitudes where geostationary satellite winds are provided (Fig. 9c).

462

It is hypothesized that a significant portion of observation impact from satellite

463

wind observations assimilated at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere results from

464

the ability of these data to establish analysis wind and temperature fields even when the

465

model background temperature is biased. In contrast, assimilation of radiance

466

observations has less potential to correct background temperature bias. In this scenario,

467

we should expect to see large reduction of satellite wind observation-impact when

468

ECMWF pseudo-raob temperature data are assimilated, since the pseudo-raobs are even

469

more effective than satellite wind data at correcting temperature bias that may exist in the

470

NAVGEM analysis. These changes in observation impact and NAVGEM temperature

471

bias are found in results of the TOBS and UVTOBS experiments.

472

Another approach to investigate evidence of a warm bias in the NAVGEM

473

analysis is to see what, if any, impact from ECMWF pseudo-raobs might persist in the

474

analysis cycle after pseudo-raobs have been continuously assimilated for some period of
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475

time, and are then removed from subsequent assimilation. We may expect the impact

476

from the pseudo-raobs to persist for some time, assuming that their effect at previous

477

times continue to propagate through the background forecast (having corrected the warm

478

bias). This experiment is referred to as DIEOFF, described in the next section.

479
480
481

3.3 DIEOFF Experiment
The DIEOFF experiment is initialized on 0000 UTC 20 April 2013, as are the

482

other experiments and the Control simulation. Pseudo-raob wind and temperature profiles

483

are assimilated, identical to the UVTOBS experiment, from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to

484

1800 UTC 13 May 2013, roughly halfway through the period covered by the previous

485

experiments. Beginning on 0000 UTC 14 May 2013, no additional pseudo-raobs are

486

made available, forcing the data assimilation system to use only the observations

487

available in the Control from that time forward, through 1200 UTC 4 June 2013. After

488

0000 UTC 14 May 2013, the DIEOFF analyses and forecasts can differ from the Control

489

only through the influence of differences in the model background state for the 0000

490

UTC 14 May 2013 analysis, which was produced from cycling pseudo-raobs for the

491

previous 23 days. The remainder of the experiment is divided into three phases

492

representing: (i) the first 29 analysis cycles after pseudo-raobs are no longer assimilated

493

(0000 UTC 14 May 2013 – 0000 UTC 21 May 2013), (ii) the next 29 analysis cycles

494

(0600 UTC 21 May 2013 – 0600 UTC 28 May 2013) and (iii) the final 29 analysis cycles

495

(1200 UTC 28 May 2013 – 1200 UTC 04 June 2013). These are referred to as the early,

496

middle, and late phases of the experiment, respectively, which are evaluated separately to
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497

illustrate the time-evolution of the experiment as the analysis is cycled without pseudo-

498

raobs and their effect fades.

499

In the early phase, the difference in the mean analysis 500 hPa height between

500

DIEOFF and the Control (Fig. 10a) is similar to the differences between UVTOBS and

501

Control (Fig. 11a), with NAVGEM heights lowered globally and largest height

502

reductions found at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere. The analysis temperature

503

differences in DIEOFF (Fig. 10b) are likewise similar to differences in UVTOBS (Fig.

504

11b) with cooling throughout the lower to mid troposphere and warming aloft. Some

505

effects of psudo-raobs have already begun to fade in the early phase of DIEOFF, with

506

maximum (negative) height differences only 22 percent of what was observed in

507

UVTOBS over the same period. These height differences continue to diminish in the

508

middle (Fig. 10c,d) and late phases (Fig. 10e,f) of the DIEOFF experiment, especially in

509

the northern hemisphere, while they remain largely unchanged in the UVTOBS

510

experiment over the same time intervals (Fig. 11c-f). By the late period of DIEOFF, the

511

southern hemisphere retains maximum (negative) height differences 10 percent the size

512

of what was observed in UVTOBS (Fig. 11e,f), still concentrated in the southern

513

hemispheric high-latitudes. The maximum reduction in NAVGEM zonal-mean

514

temperature in the southern hemisphere is 18.6 percent of what was observed in

515

UVTOBS in the early phase of the DIEOFF experiment, although this diminishes in the

516

late phase to just 6.8 percent of that in UVTOBS.

517

About 5 to 10 percent of beneficial pseudo-raob impact on the NAVGEM forecast

518

from UVTOBS is still present in southern hemispheric geopotential height RMS scores,

519

relative to self-analysis, during the late period of DIEOFF (Fig. 12d), which follows 58
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520

analysis cycles without pseudo-raob observations. The results here demonstrate that

521

information in the model background from previous cycling of pseudo-raobs can have

522

positive impacts on the forecast even when no new pseudo-raobs are being assimilated.

523

However, almost all positive impact on wind speed RMS errors in the tropics that was

524

observed in UVTOBS is erased by the late period of DIEOFF (Fig. 12f), and geopotential

525

height RMS in the northern hemisphere in DIEOFF is degraded to statistical significance

526

at 120 hr in the upper troposphere (Fig. 12b).

527

The reduction of 24 hr and 30 hr error-norms in DIEOFF quickly fades within the

528

first eight cycles in the early phase (Fig. 13), though some non-zero impact on the error-

529

norm remains even into the late phase. The reduction in error-norm is always larger for

530

the 30 hr error-norm than the 24 hr error norm, resulting in reduced total observation

531

impact, with a mean reduction in observation impact in the late phase that is roughly 6.5

532

percent of that in UVTOBS over the same time period. The largest percentage decrease in

533

observation-impact in the late phase of DIEOFF comes from high-latitude satellite winds

534

(AVHRR-WIND), which lose roughly 7 percent of their impact relative to the Control

535

over the same time period (not shown).

536
537
538

4. Conclusions
A set of experiments with the NAVDAS-AR/NAVGEM analysis and forecast

539

system was performed to simulate an improvement to the system through assimilation of

540

high quality synthetic observations. Synthetic wind and temperature observations derived

541

from the ECMWF analysis are assimilated in the NAVDAS-AR as “pseudo-raob”

542

profiles. Assimilation of psuedo-raob profiles improves NAVGEM analyses and forecasts
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543

over the global domain, with the most significant improvements (as measured by

544

temperature bias reduction in the analysis and reduction of geopotential height RMS error

545

in the forecast) appearing in the southern hemisphere. Assimilation of pseudo-raob

546

profiles in NAVGEM leads to a cooling of low- to mid-tropospheric temperatures and

547

subsequent lowering of mid-tropospheric geopotential heights, with the largest changes

548

occurring at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere. The analysis changes translate into

549

forecast improvements globally, with statistically significant impacts on hemispheric

550

geopotential height RMS error and tropical wind speed RMS error out to 72-96 hr when

551

verifying against self-analysis, and similar improvements when verifying against

552

rawinsondes.

553

Diagnostic information from the NAVGEM adjoint system illustrates that

554

assimilation of pseudo-raob profiles reduces total observation impact, which corresponds

555

to general improvement of NAVGEM analyses and forecasts, including improvement of

556

background forecasts used in data assimilation. When pseudo-raob profiles are

557

assimilated in NAVGEM, they contribute more to reduction of 24 hr forecast error than

558

any other type of data. In addition, use of pseudo-raob data reduces observation impact

559

for all categories of routinely assimilated observations, with largest impact reductions

560

occurring for satellite-derived wind observations. However, since the added impact from

561

pseudo-raobs is smaller than the reduction of impact from routinely assimilated

562

observations, the total observation impact decreases in these experiments. With pseudo-

563

raob assimilation there is reduction of forecast error-norms on both the analysis and

564

background trajectories, but forecast error is reduced to a greater extent on the

565

background trajectory, which corresponds to a reduction of total observation-impact and
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566

smaller correction of the background by the data assimilation procedure. This

567

demonstrates that providing more-accurate information such as additional real or

568

synthetic observations to an analysis-forecast system actually reduces the total impact of

569

observations, through convergence of the background and analysis state trajectories.

570

Comparison of results from the UVTOBS and TOBS experiments illustrates that

571

addition of high-quality wind and temperature information (in this case, from pseudo-

572

raob profiles) can substantially reduce analysis temperature bias in regions where

573

assimilation of existing radiance observations is not effective at removing bias that may

574

exist in the background forecast. The presense of the bias and the reduction in bias by

575

assimilating pseudo-raobs is verified by investigating mean innovation statistics of GPS-

576

RO observations, which express reduced mean innovations (bias) at high latitudes in both

577

hemispheres when pseudo-raobs are assimilated. This result is especially pronounced at

578

high latitudes in the southern hemisphere where, in NAVGEM, large observation-impact

579

from satellite wind observations (in Control) appear to be, at least in part, due to

580

correction of a tropospheric warm bias that is not removed by assimilation of radiance

581

data. In these experiments the assimilation of pseudo-raob information reduces

582

temperature bias in NAVGEM, thereby diminishing the impact of satellite wind

583

observations. Impact of radiance data is also reduced by assimilation of pseudo-raob

584

information, but to a lesser extent, since the accompanying reduction of background

585

temperature bias compensates by making assimilation of regular radiance data more

586

beneficial.

587
588

The experiment results also demonstrate a noticeable residual benefit from
assimilation of ECMWF pseudo-raobs that persists for several weeks. In the DIEOFF
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589

experiment the NAVGEM analyses and forecasts retain some cooling (improvement) of

590

temperatures in the southern hemisphere lower and middle troposphere with modest

591

warming aloft and lowering of 500 hPa geopotential heights even after 58 analysis cycles

592

with no ECMWF pseudo-raobs. There is some improvement in southern hemispheric

593

geopotential height RMSE in forecasts out to 120 hr, while error-norms for the 24 hr and

594

30 hr forecasts are likewise slightly reduced.

595

The pseudo-raob assimilation experiments described in this study are diagnostic

596

in character, since it is not practical in real-time operations to obtain or assimilate

597

analysis information from other model systems. In this diagnostic context, however,

598

pseudo-raob experiments are a useful tool to identify aspects of model analyses and

599

forecasts that might be improved, such as bias and observation impact. While this study

600

shows that assimilation of pseudo-raob profiles (derived from ECMWF analysis

601

information) improves NAVGEM analyses and forecasts in an experimental context, it

602

should be noted that products of other model systems would be improved to varying

603

extents, provided that the assimilated pseudo-raob information, from whatever source,

604

satisfies the necessary condition that the data is more accurate than the background used

605

for the data assimilation procedure.

606

While the tests performed in these experiments were validated exclusively within

607

the framework of the NAVDAS-AR/NAVGEM environment, there is no clear reason

608

why the technique would not also work in other analysis/forecast systems. However, for

609

future studies that extend beyond the scope of what has been presented here, there are

610

several potential issues pertaining to assimilation of pseudo-observations that may need

611

to be addressed depending on how the study is designed. There is the possibility of
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612

observation error correlation in the pseudo-observations that could potentially degrade

613

the analysis, in which case thinning of observations would be needed, especially at high-

614

latitudes where pseudo-observations on a rectilinear latitude/longitude grid are densely

615

packed. For ensemble data assimilation, such as the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF)

616

system, heavy reliance on pseudo-observations in the analysis could lead to an

617

underdispersive ensemble, which would require changes to the methodology presented in

618

this study in order to mitigate the problem. Finally, future studies with a goal of

619

uncovering biases in an analysis/forecast system through assimilation of pseudo-

620

observations may need to avoid observation error correlation and the revisiting of

621

observation information present in the pseudo-observations, in which case they may be

622

better served by assimilating pseudo-observations from the model background state

623

instead of the analysis state. It is also noteworthy that ensemble forecasts formed from

624

multiple operational centers are often more skillful than a forecast from a single center

625

(Matsueda et al. 2006), making assimilation of pseudo-observations (with consideration

626

of the above issues) from multiple different centers a possibility.

627
628
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Tables
Table 1. Observation types assimilated in the NAVDAS-AR, the observed variables, and
the reference name they are given in figures and text. Variables include zonal wind (U),
meridional wind (V), temperature (T), pressure (P), specific humidity (Q), as well as
others.
Reference Name
Observation Type
Variable(s)
Routine
air
report
from
aircraft
AIREP
U, V
Automated report from Aircraft
AMDAR
U, V, T
AMSU-A
AQUAS
ASCAT-SFC-WIND
ATMSS
AVHRR-WIND
CLD-WIND
ECMWF-PROF
GPSMET-R-O
IASIS
LandSfc
LEO-GEO-WIND
MDCRS
MHS
MODIS-WIND
RADIOSONDE
ShipSfc
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Meteorological Data Relay
Remote sensing observations
from the Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-A
Remote sensing observations
from NASA Aqua satellite
Advanced scatterometer surface
wind observations
Remote sensing observations
from the Advanced Technology
Microwave Sounder
Atmospheric Motion Vectors
from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer
Atmospheric Motion Vectors
from geostationary satellite
imagery
Pseudo-raob profiles from
ECMWF analysis
Atmospheric profiles from
Global Positioning Satellite
Radio Occultation
Remote sensing observations
from the Infrared Atmospheric
Sounding Inferometer
Land surface observations
Atmospheric Motion Vectors
from combined low-earthorbiting / geostationary imagery
Aircraft observations from the
Meteorological Data Collection
and Reporting System
Remote sensing observations
from the Microwave Humidity
Sounder
Atmospheric Motion Vectors
from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer
Rawinsonde balloon
observations
Surface observations from ships
and buoys

Brightness Temperature
Brightness Temperature
U, V
Brightness Temperature
U, V
U, V
U, V, T
Refractivity
Brightness Temperature
U, V, T, P, Q, Height
U, V
U, V, T
Brightness Temperature
U, V
U, V, T, P, Q, Height
U, V, T, P, Q, Height

SSMI-SFC-WIND
SSMIT
SSMI-TPW
TC-SYN
WSAT-SFC-WIND
WINDSAT-TPW
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Figure Captions

725
726

Figure 1. Mean analysis differences (UVTOBS – Control) for all analyses (00Z, 06Z,

727

12Z, and 18Z) from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 2013. (a) Difference

728

in 500 hPa geopotential heights shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), with mean 500

729

hPa geopotential heights from the Control (black contours every 90 m). (b) Difference in

730

zonal-mean temperature shaded every 0.1 K (cool colors negative), average zonal-mean

731

wind speed from the Control (gray contours every 3 ms-1 starting at 15 ms-1, and

732

difference in zonal-mean wind (black contours every 0.2 ms-1, negative contours dashed).

733
734

Figure 2. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (a) northern hemisphere geopotential

735

height RMS (m), (b) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS (m), and (c) tropical

736

wind speed RMS (ms-1) for UVTOBS – Control. Results based on forecasts from 0000

737

UTC and 1200 UTC from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013. Dashed lines provide values at

738

all levels and forecast times, and shading represents where the value passes a student’s t-

739

test at 95% confidence.

740
741

Figure 3. (a) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr error-

742

norm (blue dashed), UVTOBS 24 hr error norm (red solid), and UVTOBS 30 hr error-

743

norm (red dashed). (b) Mean difference (UVTOBS – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue),

744

30 hr error-norm (green), and total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr

745

error-norm and the 30 hr error-norm (red). Error norms are provided for forecasts

746

initialized at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013.
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747
748

Figure 4. (a) Mean observation-impact (J kg-1) summed over observation types for the

749

Control (black outline of bars) and UVTOBS (filled portion of bars). The impact of

750

ECMWF pseudo-raobs is shown by the blue bar. Negative values indicate a reduction in

751

24 hr forecast error from assimilation of the observation type. (b) Percent change in

752

observation-impact (UVTOBS vs. Control) for observation categories. Values less than

753

100% indicate lower observation impact in UVTOBS. Mean impact is computed for all

754

forecasts initialized 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z between 0000 UTC 22 April 2013 – 1200

755

UTC 6 June 2013.

756
757

Figure 5. Mean innovation statistics for assimilated GPS-RO bending angle observations,

758

binned by latitude. The dashed blue (red) line represents the mean observation-minus-

759

background value for all assimilated GPS-RO observations assimilated in the Control

760

(UVTOBS) within a latitude bin with central latitude represented by the location on the

761

abscissa. The shading represents 5% and 95% confidence intervals on the mean value.

762

Black dots along the red line represent where differences between UVTOBS and Control

763

are statistically significant at 95% based on a 2-sided student’s t-test. Latitude bins are

764

constructed to retain equal area between bins.

765
766

Figure 6. Mean analysis differences (TOBS – Control) for all analyses (00Z, 06Z, 12Z,

767

18Z) from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 2013. (a) Difference in 500 hPa

768

geopotential heights shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), with mean 500 hPa

769

geopotential heights from the Control (black contours every 90 m). (b) Difference in
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770

zonal-mean temperature shaded every 0.1 K (cool colors negative), average zonal-mean

771

wind speed from the Control (gray contours every 3 ms-1 starting at 15 ms-1, and

772

difference in zonal-mean wind (black contours every 0.2 ms-1, negative contours dashed).

773
774

Figure 7. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (a) northern hemisphere geopotential

775

height RMS, (b) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS (m), and (c) tropical

776

wind speed RMS (ms-1) for TOBS – Control. Results based on forecasts from 0000 UTC

777

and 1200 UTC from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013. Dashed lines provide values at all

778

levels and forecast times, and shading represents where the value passes a student’s t-test

779

at 95% confidence.

780
781

Figure 8. (a) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr error-

782

norm (blue dashed), TOBS 24 hr error norm (red solid), and TOBS 30 hr error-norm (red

783

dashed). The time-series of UVTOBS 24 hr error-norm (gray solid) and UVTOBS 30 hr

784

error-norm (gray dashed) are provided for comparison. (b) Filled portion of bars

785

represents the mean difference (TOBS – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue), 30 hr error-

786

norm (green), and total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr error-norm

787

and the 30 hr error-norm (red). The corresponding values for (UVTOBS – Control) are

788

provided as gray outlines for reference. Error norms are provided for forecasts initialized

789

at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013.

790
791

Figure 9. (a) Mean observation-impact (J kg-1) summed over observation types for the

792

Control (black outline of bars) and TOBS (filled portion of bars). The impact of ECMWF
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793

pseudoraobs is provided in the blue bar. Negative values indicate a reduction in 24 hr

794

forecast error from assimilation of the observation type. (b) Percent change in

795

observation-impact (TOBS vs. Control) for observation categories. Values less than

796

100% indicate lower observation impact in TOBS. (c) Difference (TOBS – Control) in

797

mean per-observation CLD-WIND observation-impact averaged by latitude. Solid blue

798

line represents the mean value, shading represents 95% confidence limits on the mean.

799

Mean impact is computed for all forecasts initialized 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z between

800

0000 UTC 22 April 2013 – 1200 UTC 6 June 2013.

801
802

Figure 10. Mean analysis differences (DIEOFF – Control) for three sequential 29

803

analysis cycle periods: the early period from 0000 UTC 14 May 2013 – 0000 UTC 21

804

May 2013 (panels a, b), the middle period from 0600 UTC 21 May 2013 – 0600 UTC 28

805

May 2013 (panels c, d), and the late period from 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 – 1200 UTC 04

806

June 2013 (panels e, f). Left panels are mean geopotential height differences at 500 hPa

807

(shaded every 1 m, cool colors negative) and mean geopotential heights from the Control

808

(black contours every 90 m). Right panels are mean zonal-average temperature

809

differences by latitude and pressure level, shaded and contoured every 0.05 K.

810
811

Figure 11. As in Figure 10, but for (UVTOBS – Control). Geopotential height

812

differences in a,c,e are shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), and zonal-average

813

temperature differences in b,d,f are shaded and contoured every 0.2 K (cool colors

814

negative).

815
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816

Figure 12. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (a,b) northern hemisphere

817

geopotential height RMS, (c,d) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS, and (e,f)

818

tropical wind speed RMS for (left panels) UVTOBS – Control, and (right panels)

819

DIEOFF – Control, averaged using forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC

820

during the late period from 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 – 1200 UTC 04 June 2013. Dashed

821

lines provide values at all levels and forecast times, and shading represents where the

822

value passes a student’s t-test at 95% confidence. Note that contour intervals for the right

823

panels are at twice the resolution of contour intervals for the left panels. Verification is

824

performed relative to self-analysis.

825
826

Figure 13. (Top) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr

827

error-norm (blue dashed), DIEOFF 24 hr error norm (red solid), and DIEOFF 30 hr error-

828

norm (red dashed). The timeseries of UVTOBS 24 hr error-norm (gray solid) and

829

UVTOBS 30 hr error-norm (gray dashed) are provided for reference. (Bottom) Mean

830

difference (DIEOFF – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue), 30 hr error-norm (green), and

831

total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr error-norm and the 30 hr

832

error-norm (red). Bars are computed for the early, middle, and late period separately,

833

centered on their appropriate portion of the time-series demarcated by the vertical black

834

lines.
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835

836
837
Figure 1. Mean analysis differences (UVTOBS – Control) for all analyses (00Z, 06Z,
12Z, and 18Z) from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 2013. (a) Difference
in 500 hPa geopotential heights shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), with mean 500
hPa geopotential heights from the Control (black contours every 90 m). (b) Difference
in zonal-mean temperature shaded every 0.1 K (cool colors negative), average zonalmean wind speed from the Control (gray contours every 3 ms-1 starting at 15 ms-1, and
difference in zonal-mean wind (black contours every 0.2 ms-1, negative contours
dashed).
838
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845
846
Figure 2. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (top) northern hemisphere geopotential
height RMS (m), (middle) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS (m), and (bottom)
tropical wind speed RMS (ms-1) for UVTOBS – Control, verifying against (left) self analysis
from 1000 – 100 hPa and (right) global rawindsondes from 1000 – 20 hPa. Results based on
forecasts from 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013. Dashed lines
provide values at all levels and forecast times, and shading represents where the value passes a
student’s t-test at 95% confidence.
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847
848
Figure 3. (a) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr errornorm (blue dashed), UVTOBS 24 hr error norm (red solid), and UVTOBS 30 hr errornorm (red dashed). (b) Mean difference (UVTOBS – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue),
30 hr error-norm (green), and total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr
error-norm and the 30 hr error-norm (red). Error norms are provided for forecasts
initialized at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013.
849
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853
Figure 4. (a) Mean observation-impact (J kg-1) summed over observation types for the
Control (black outline of bars) and UVTOBS (filled portion of bars). The impact of
ECMWF pseudo-raobs is shown by the blue bar. Negative values indicate a reduction
in 24 hr forecast error from assimilation of the observation type. (b) Percent change in
observation-impact (UVTOBS vs. Control) for observation categories. Values less than
100% indicate lower observation impact in UVTOBS. Mean impact is computed for all
forecasts initialized 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z between 0000 UTC 22 April 2013 – 1200
UTC 6 June 2013.
854
855
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857
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859
Figure 5. Mean innovation statistics for assimilated GPS-RO bending angle
observations, binned by latitude. The dashed blue (red) line represents the mean
observation-minus-background value for all assimilated GPS-RO observations
assimilated in the Control (UVTOBS) within a latitude bin with central latitude
represented by the location on the abscissa. The shading represents 5% and 95%
confidence intervals on the mean value. Black dots along the red line represent where
differences between UVTOBS and Control are statistically significant at 95% based on
a 2-sided student’s t-test. Latitude bins are constructed to retain equal area between bins.

860
861
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863
Figure 6. Mean analysis differences (TOBS – Control) for all analyses (00Z, 06Z, 12Z,
18Z) from 0000 UTC 20 April 2013 to 1200 UTC 6 June 2013. (a) Difference in 500
hPa geopotential heights shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), with mean 500 hPa
geopotential heights from the Control (black contours every 90 m). (b) Difference in
zonal-mean temperature shaded every 0.1 K (cool colors negative), average zonal-mean
wind speed from the Control (gray contours every 3 ms-1 starting at 15 ms-1, and
difference in zonal-mean wind (black contours every 0.2 ms-1, negative contours
dashed).
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871
872
Figure 7. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (top) northern hemisphere geopotential
height RMS (m), (middle) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS (m), and (bottom)
tropical wind speed RMS (ms-1) for TOBS – Control, verifying against (left) self analysis from
1000 – 100 hPa and (right) global rawindsondes from 1000 – 20 hPa. Results based on forecasts
from 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013. Dashed lines provide values
at all levels and forecast times, and shading represents where the value passes a student’s t-test
at 95% confidence.
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873
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Figure 8. (a) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr errornorm (blue dashed), TOBS 24 hr error norm (red solid), and TOBS 30 hr error-norm
(red dashed). The time-series of UVTOBS 24 hr error-norm (gray solid) and UVTOBS
30 hr error-norm (gray dashed) are provided for comparison. (b) Filled portion of bars
represents the mean difference (TOBS – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue), 30 hr
error-norm (green), and total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr
error-norm and the 30 hr error-norm (red). The corresponding values for (UVTOBS –
Control) are provided as gray outlines for reference. Error norms are provided for
forecasts initialized at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z from 20 April 2013 – 6 June 2013.
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891
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Figure 9. (a) Mean observation-impact (J kg-1) summed over observation types for the
Control (black outline of bars) and TOBS (filled portion of bars). The impact of
ECMWF pseudoraobs is provided in the blue bar. Negative values indicate a reduction
in 24 hr forecast error from assimilation of the observation type. (b) Percent change in
observation-impact (TOBS vs. Control) for observation categories. Values less than
100% indicate lower observation impact in TOBS. (c) Difference (TOBS – Control) in
mean per-observation CLD-WIND observation-impact averaged by latitude. Solid blue
line represents the mean value, shading represents 95% confidence limits on the mean.
Mean impact is computed for all forecasts initialized 00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z between
0000 UTC 22 April 2013 – 1200 UTC 6 June 2013.
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901
902
Figure 10. Mean analysis differences (DIEOFF – Control) for three sequential 29
analysis cycle periods: the early period from 0000 UTC 14 May 2013 – 0000 UTC 21
May 2013 (panels a, b), the middle period from 0600 UTC 21 May 2013 – 0600 UTC
28 May 2013 (panels c, d), and the late period from 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 – 1200
UTC 04 June 2013 (panels e, f). Left panels are mean geopotential height differences at
500 hPa (shaded every 1 m, cool colors negative) and mean geopotential heights from
the Control (black contours every 90 m). Right panels are mean zonal-average
temperature differences by latitude and pressure level, shaded and contoured every 0.05
K.
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903
Figure 11. As in Figure 10, but for (UVTOBS – Control). Geopotential height
differences in a,c,e are shaded every 3 m (cool colors negative), and zonal-average
temperature differences in b,d,f are shaded and contoured every 0.2 K (cool colors
negative).
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910
911
Figure 12. Time-pressure plot of difference in mean: (a,b) northern hemisphere geopotential
height RMS, (c,d) southern hemisphere geopotential height RMS, and (e,f) tropical wind speed
RMS for (left panels) UVTOBS – Control, and (right panels) DIEOFF – Control, averaged
using forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC during the late period from 1200 UTC
28 May 2013 – 1200 UTC 04 June 2013. Dashed lines provide values at all levels and forecast
times, and shading represents where the value passes a student’s t-test at 95% confidence. Note
that contour intervals for the right panels are at twice the resolution of contour intervals for the
left panels. Verification is performed relative to self-analysis.
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912

913
914
Figure 13. (Top) Time-series of Control 24 hr error-norm (blue solid), Control 30 hr
error-norm (blue dashed), DIEOFF 24 hr error norm (red solid), and DIEOFF 30 hr
error-norm (red dashed). The timeseries of UVTOBS 24 hr error-norm (gray solid)
and UVTOBS 30 hr error-norm (gray dashed) are provided for reference. (Bottom)
Mean difference (DIEOFF – Control) in 24 hr error-norm (blue), 30 hr error-norm
(green), and total ob-impact defined as the difference between the 24 hr error-norm
and the 30 hr error-norm (red). Bars are computed for the early, middle, and late
period separately, centered on their appropriate portion of the time-series demarcated
by the vertical black lines.
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